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Now, for the first time, FIFA players can experience a match on and off the pitch from a wide variety
of perspectives. The player movement of the players in the match is recorded in each stadium in the

stadium suite. Players can be tracked in-game through the scenes using the on-pitch camera or
through a map that shows where the player’s movements are on the pitch. Off-the-pitch, players can

be tracked through the stadiums using a camera in their suites, or on the pitch using the on-pitch
cameras, which can identify when players leave and re-enter the field of play. The tracking data from
players off the pitch in the stadium is also used to create the new “On-Field Analysis” feature in the

coach and player management. The inclusion of off-pitch player tracking has been carefully designed
to achieve a balance between realism and accessibility. The technology enables players, coaches

and analysts to experience unique new features and the complete game but keep the data
generated through the tracking process to a minimum. The technologies can be used in all modes

across a range of new features, including “FIFA Ultimate Team”, “FIFA Ultimate Team Seasons” and
the new video and motion-capture options in The Journey and Career games. Steps can now be

shared off the pitch as well as on, with players receiving an invitation to share a match with friends
or via live streaming. This provides fans with a unique insight into the world of football on and off the

pitch, and will allow players to share their life away from the pitch with fans worldwide. The video
player in the squad screen has been expanded to show more detailed match moments, now

presenting a number of additional match-day statistics. The player ratings and the ability to compare
players have also been revamped in the video player, with new help screens explaining the ratings,
and the ranking of players broken down into important categories. “What’s happening on the field is
now available to fans through live streaming and off-pitch tracking,” explained Jost. “The video coach
in the squad screen, and the ability to take players out of the match at any time, makes a match feel

more personal. It will allow players to tell fans what’s happening in their lives – and allow them to
share with their fans where they are and what they are doing away from

Features Key:

Re-designed Graphics Engine to bring a bright and vivid sense of realism to every player and
pitch.
New shot/pass/control animations ensure every single FIFA 22 action will feel more realistic
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and convincing than ever before.
Lights recreate real-life conditions (stars, moonlight, snow etc).
Dynamic crowd reactions, celebrating goals and substitutions.
Ashes of the Nations mode to test your skills as a player across multiple competitions.
New Tactical Debrief shows you how you can change the flow of a game at any point during
play.
New Customise your Football Club’s kits and stadium.
New Park and Stadium updates and new Park Stadiums.
Options to choose for all evaluations played (player rating, positioning in the team, assists,
shots, shots on target, key passes, tackles, aerial duels and man of the match etc) and for all
goals scored.
Now you can fight for FIFA Points to unlock new players and more.
Transfer and Squad Management options for your player team and Championship side.
New Career mode with a focus on immersive player progression in a more compact and
interesting format.
New Card Player mode that transforms the game’s cards into loot boxes.
FIFA Mobile – now with higher-resolution character models, new mini-games, and unique
gameplay, as well as exclusive Mobile-only skill trees, customisation options and football
content that is exclusive to the FIFA mobile series.
New online features such as Friends, Clubs and Leagues; same-platform cross play; player
and UI overlays; and Skins.
New Penalty Kicks and direct free kicks.
Create Stadiums, select kit and change your playing style.
New tactics and engine-inspired tactics, designed to provide real-time line changes in either
direction.
Complete day-to-day activities to earn FIFA Points in different 
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FIFA is the world’s best-selling sports videogame. It is also a global phenomenon with more
than 740 million players worldwide, making it the best-selling videogame of all time. Each
FIFA videogame has introduced millions of players to the game and the stories of the sport
that inspired them to FIFA. Developed by Electronic Arts Inc. (NASDAQ: EA), FIFA is published
in over 150 countries and is the best-selling videogame of all time. With the FIFA series, EA
SPORTS covers all aspects of the sport of association football, including real-world leagues,
competitions and player-development programs. FIFA 25 represents the fifth decade of the
videogame franchise, with new gameplay innovations, game modes, and expanded social
features. There are thousands of official teams and more than 225 official licenses in the FIFA
series. All historical squads and player stats from every season are included in EA SPORTS
FIFA; all 32 current world class players, along with all 30 national teams on the FIFA World
Cup 2018 team list. This product will be provided at EUR 29.99 / USD 39.99. Make sure to
check out our FIFA tournament on the way, head to the FIFA.com tournament page for details
and to enter. PRODUCT INFO Product Name: FIFA 22 Video Title: The Top 25 FIFA Ultimate
Team Players Developed By: EA Tiburon Release Date: June 21, 2018 EUR 29.99 / USD 39.99
/ GBP 34.99 Controller Support: Xbox One, PlayStation 4, PC Already own FIFA 20? If you
already own FIFA 20, you’ll want FIFA 19 on disc or digital download to get the Ultimate Team
Improvements. FIFA 19 Deluxe Edition (EUR 53.99 / USD 69.99 / GBP 65.99) • FIFA 19 Deluxe
Edition includes FIFA 19 Ultimate Team with the ‘Edit Mode’ upgrade at no extra cost. FIFA 19
Ultimate Team Package (EUR 27.99 / USD 34.99 / GBP 33.99) • FIFA 19 Ultimate Team with a
full season of FIFA Ultimate Team. FIFA 19 Complete Edition (EUR 29.99 / USD 39.99 / GBP
34.99) • FIFA 19 Complete Edition bc9d6d6daa
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Featuring every club and every player from across the globe, and more than 10,000 teams and
40,000 players, this new FUT mode lets you build your dream team from scratch, with cards from
across the globe coming together to create a complete player package. By seamlessly combining the
DNA from a player and moulding it into one of your complete squads, you can create your own
unique stars. Whether you’re a set-builder or live to dab, this new mode will challenge your skill-set
and strategies. From passionate amateurs to fully-fledged professionals, you’ll feel like a footballing
god, guiding your team to perfection. FIFA 22 also introduces a brand-new goalkeeper movement
system, bringing a new level of player intelligence and challenging previously limited strategy into
the game. Players now display more precise positioning, immediate reactions and class-leading
consistency and decision making to make the goalkeeper position a core element of their skillset.
Match situations demand perfect decision making from all of your players to break through defences
and create opportunities. Evolving the Frostbite 3 engine, FIFA 22 delivers a fresh, immersive and
authentic experience on consoles, PC and mobile. In fact, FIFA is the only sports game to feature
licensed stadiums in real world locations, capturing the heart of their community with authentic fan
chants, clubs, and players. The player experience across all platforms is similarly enhanced with a
multitude of improvements, from visual effects and lighting, to atmosphere and more. KING OF THE
MONTH Each month we will be highlighting a team in the game that is doing outstanding work to
bring the FIFA franchise to life, as well as continuing to refine and improve the most popular game in
the series ever made. For our latest King of the Month, it is Liverpool Football Club. With an elite
squad, a dedicated following of fans and a remarkable legacy, Liverpool FC is the perfect candidate
for this segment. Players and staff alike wish to be seen in the King of the Month segment, with the
‘Red Machine’ always looking to break new boundaries and set records. Liverpool FC Games Lead
Producer, Dan Altobelli, spoke on behalf of the Club, showing an incredible and rare desire to
showcase the team and their achievements to anyone who wants to see them. I have been in touch
with Dan personally to speak on the upcoming anniversary celebration of the club. Liverpool Football
Club’s founder, John Henry, spoke again to the project to show how massive a club this
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What's new:

New Player Animation - Comprehensive skin and uniform
improvements create a more realistic and authentic look,
feel, and movement. We have also created Intuitive
controls that focus on accessibility.
Intuitive Controls - Improved Player Traits - All the
improvements in the game give users greater confidence
when controlling the ball. Using buttons and toggling the
ball is more intuitive than ever before.
Additional Ball Physics - A physics engine that allows for
more precision, while still retaining the control and feeling
of playing football.
Graphic Detail Improvement - We are adding a whole new
level of detail for the players as well as the stadiums.
Improved Player Control Mechanics - The ball now reacts
and reacts to where you want it to go. Off-the-ball
movements and body twitches are now more realistic
thanks to next-gen animations.
Passion Pass Controls - While controlling with the left
analog stick is still the most common, we have optimized
controls for the wi...
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Since the advent of video games, millions of people around the world have come together to
compete and win in epic matches of football. Now, for the first time in FIFA history, your team of 16
real-life stars will come to life on your PlayStation 4, Xbox One and PC. Our journey into the inner
world of FIFA continues with our first major update since launch – FIFA 20, the largest game update
ever in FIFA history. Powered by Football™, FIFA 22 will take the gameplay, visuals, presentation,
and modes and make them even better. We want to make every game mode feel as dynamic and
rewarding as the real thing. And we want every touch, pass, score, save, tackle, and cross to feel
right in our game. With the game now on two platforms, we’ve hit new milestones along the way,
like the first-ever console releases for FIFA on PlayStation and Xbox and a simultaneous launch
worldwide on October 25th for PS4 and Xbox One. The Journey to our Best Foot Forward As we
launch FIFA 22, there’s an unbelievable amount of progress and innovation happening at EA SPORTS.
The passion, creativity, and sheer ambition of our teams, the people who dedicate their lives to
making FIFA, is why we’re all here together every day. Last year was a significant moment for the
FIFA franchise as we completed our first console release on PlayStation 4 and Xbox One. FIFA 20 is
now selling in record numbers all over the world, and players have surpassed a billion matches on
PS4, Xbox One and PC since launch – the most ever for a FIFA game. We also introduced the much-
requested Quick Game Online (QGO) mode. QGO lets you start and end your matches on the go, no
matter where you are. If you have a PlayStation 4 Pro or XBone, you’ll be able to stream or download
these offline-friendly matches to your PS4 or Xbox One, and play on the go. We also introduced the
Experience points system for Pro Clubs with FUT Champions, which gives players real rewards for
weekly winners, and smaller rewards for daily and monthly achievements. This year, we’re taking it
to the next level with FIFA Ultimate Team FUT Champions, which will grant players the potential to
take on the world’s best pro footballers, and earn rewards for each. We hope that you will join our
many FUT Champions and take the
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System Requirements For Fifa 22:

Windows 7 or later Windows XP Mode (download here) 1 GB RAM 1366x768 screen resolution
Internet Explorer 8 or later An Internet connection 256 MB Free hard drive space 2 GB free disc
space At least 3.5 GB Free disc space Recommended: 2 GB RAM 1024x768 screen
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